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12 2.1.  BASIC DEFINITIONS FOR BCE ‘S
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Figure 2.1: Rate 1/2 (rt = 2, k = 1) Encoders -5-;
Fi

A Binary Convolutional Code (BCC) is the set of codewords pro-

duced at the output of a BCE. The most
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show various types of BCE’s. A BCE can be 3; _. ,

- v , - n * 1: it "I en‘(‘0i
Finite Impwlse Response (FIR) (also called feed-forward , feedl9ack- transform of
free”, or “non—recursiye”) or Infinite Impulse Response (HR) (“feed nomial mo +_
back or recursive ). Also, a BC]: can be systematic or nonsysternattc. delay Using

E ‘rt in terAn encoder is FIR {see Figures 2.1(a) and 2.2(a)) if its output can Wm en
be computed as a linear combination of the current input and a finite x(D) = [xii
number of past inputs. The linear combination is expressed in terms
of the input bits and the generator sequences for the encoders. A

given generator sequence {ppm} relates a particular input sequence = [rm
{mg} to a particular output sequence {xi-9}. A particular value of

9,-_‘p_; denotes the presence or absence of a tap connecting the tth mu:
memory element of the tth input shift register to the pm output. "
The 71 output equations have the form Where mdpt

k V __ a generator I’

X?’ = Z Z 91. £mt3__ , 1 5 p 5 «n " generator 1112
J -P‘ J I . . I , IL-211:0 at mos 1 p.

The memory for each of the k inputs is enumerated by the mem-

ory vector (V1, V2, - r - ,v;¢) (Le. the sill input shift register has V,-_ . While
memory elements ). It is assumed that for each ti there is at least one
p with 9,-msvfi = 1. The state complexity of the encoder is determined
by the total encoder memory 12 2 1/']_ + V2 + - - ~ +- vk. The number of
states in the encoder is 2“, while the window length is determined by . em“
the memory orderl ,u ——.. 111etx_15._,-,;;< v,-_. ; C9“"°1““0”a1E

__ _ in tGcccs11 it‘.

‘The terminology in the literature is inconsistent; the constraint length of a '_ this [ext
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